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outlook - i hate you, i love you.
the problem.



*some cheesy lyric*.
the problem.



*trust me, i’m trying*.
the problem.



*sorry, i give up*.
the problem.



no, but seriously -
the problem.

168 million
emails sent every minute

39%
emails are information only 

29%
emails have unnecessary CCs

17%
emails are irrelevant/spam

15%
emails are important

(and they end up getting lost)

Louis Eugene, Isaac Caswell, Making a Manageable Email Experience using Deep Learning, 
https://cs224d.stanford.edu/reports/EugeneLouis.pdf



what’s going on? 
the problem.

a plaksha student -

enrols in 
6-8 courses/sem

receives emails 
from 16-18
channels

gets overwhelmed misses deadlines
and opportunities



your email mom.
proposed solution.

remembering what needs to be
done, so you don’t have to.



paisa, kya cheez hai paisa -

with rich and diverse data, this
approach has potential beyond the
walls of MLPR.

working professionals government officials customer support

proposed solution.



collecting the data
the data.

Considerations during data collection:
the information we need: Senders, Date, Subject, Body

How we collected:
IMAP- failed
Microsoft Graph API- credits to Devesh Shah, our amazing
Tech. Sec.

Ethical concerns: 
Private information about certain organisations- created
a condition to skip those emails



pre-processing the data
the data.

1. removing HTML or Markup

2. lowercasing 

3. tokenization

4. stopword removal

5. special character and number removal 

6. expanded contractions

7. whitespace trimming

8. NaN values were dropped



eda
the data.



existing work -
literature review.

extensive work has been done to
mitigate email overload, specifically in
the domain of email classification.

here, we illustrate a few examples of
how this task has been tackled by other
groups.

since there is no uniform way to rank
email prioritisation systems, the
performance of these methods
depends largely on the datasets used.



ranking sentences in semantically
similar big vectors

Mahira Kirmani, Gagandeep Kaur, Mudasir Mohd,ShortMail: An email summarizer system, Software Impacts, Volume 17, 2023, 100543,
ISSN 2665-9638, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.simpa.2023.100543.

literature review.



ranking sentences in semantically
similar big vectors

Mahira Kirmani, Gagandeep Kaur, Mudasir Mohd,ShortMail: An email summarizer system, Software Impacts, Volume 17, 2023, 100543,
ISSN 2665-9638, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.simpa.2023.100543.

pre-processing -
remove irrelevant
content, threads,
punctuations, etc.
tokenize, convert to
lowercase and lemmatize.

semantic extension -
use Google’s BERT
(Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from
Transformers) to obtain
semantics of the text.

big vector generation -
concatenate similar words
as obtained during
semantic extension to rich
big vectors 

clustering -
use the K-means
algorithm to create
clusters of semantically
similar sentences from big
vectors.

ranking -
rank sentences in the clusters
based on features, the total
score is the sum of the
normalized score of each
sentence in the cluster.
Present top sentences to user

features -
sentence position1.
frequency (TF-IDF)2.
proper nouns3.
cosine similarity4.

literature review.



ranking sentences in semantically
similar big vectors

Mahira Kirmani, Gagandeep Kaur, Mudasir Mohd,ShortMail: An email summarizer system, Software Impacts, Volume 17, 2023, 100543,
ISSN 2665-9638, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.simpa.2023.100543.

algorithm for big-vector generation  

literature review.



summarization using statistical
methods

Mithak I. Hashem, Improvement of Email Summarization using Statistical Based Methods,
https://ijcsmc.com/docs/papers/February2014/V3I2201488.pdf

literature review.

each sentence is represented
as a vector of 7 features, each
feature being a value between
0 and 1.

130 emails were summarised
using this approach and by a
human for reference. these
summaries were then
compared.



summarization using statistical
methods

Mithak I. Hashem, Improvement of Email Summarization using Statistical Based Methods,
https://ijcsmc.com/docs/papers/February2014/V3I2201488.pdf

literature review.

title feature term weight feature

sentence position feature event feature



summarization using statistical
methods

Mithak I. Hashem, Improvement of Email Summarization using Statistical Based Methods,
https://ijcsmc.com/docs/papers/February2014/V3I2201488.pdf

literature review.

proper nouns feature numerical data feature

topical words feature sentence score calculation



summarization using statistical
methods

Mithak I. Hashem, Improvement of Email Summarization using Statistical Based Methods,
https://ijcsmc.com/docs/papers/February2014/V3I2201488.pdf

literature review.



summarization - tf-idf
our approach.

length reduction:



summarization - tf-idf
our approach.

f1-score:



summarization - bert
our approach.

Liu, Y., & Lapata, M. (2019, August 22). Text Summarization with Pretrained Encoders. arXiv.Org. https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.08345v2



summarization - bert
our approach.

length reduction:



summarization - bert
our approach.

f1-score:



tf-idf vs bert
our approach.

comparison



bert summaries
our approach.

results



prioritisation using deep learning 

svm 
(gaussian kernel)

random forests
(100 estimators, split on Gini Criterion)

vs
lstm
&
cnn

features -
bag of words
unigrams and bigrams

features -
dense word vectors
(Word2Vec)

literature review.

Eugene, Louis, and Isaac Caswell. "Making a Manageable Email Experience with Deep Learning." Department of Management Science and Engineering,
Stanford University; Department of Computer Science, Stanford University. https://cs224d.stanford.edu/reports/EugeneLouis.pdf



prioritisation using deep learning 

data

Parakweet Lab’s Email Intent Dataset

comes from the Enron Data Corpus (600k emails)
each labelled case is one sentence from an email

4213
cases

1631
positives

training data

991
cases

277
positives

testing data

Isaac Caswell’s Stanford Inbox

two kinds of labels - 
if the email was replied to and gmail’s importance flag

~26,000
emails

labels -
former as a proxy for the email’s
importance
latter as a measure for how well the data
agrees with gmail’s ranking 

literature review.

Eugene, Louis, and Isaac Caswell. "Making a Manageable Email Experience with Deep Learning." Department of Management Science and Engineering,
Stanford University; Department of Computer Science, Stanford University. https://cs224d.stanford.edu/reports/EugeneLouis.pdf



prioritisation using deep learning 

results

evaluation metric - F1 score
cnn and lstm outperformed the baselines
81-91% F1 Scores

1.

cnn - best-performing algorithm (6.2%
better performance than the previous
state-of-the-art F1 on Parakweet -
LibSVM)

2.

training time for cnn was longer than
baseline algorithms (multiple days)

3.

 
 

literature review.

Eugene, Louis, and Isaac Caswell. "Making a Manageable Email Experience with Deep Learning." Department of Management Science and Engineering,
Stanford University; Department of Computer Science, Stanford University. https://cs224d.stanford.edu/reports/EugeneLouis.pdf



where and how ML is used
ml methodology. 

we will be evaluating multiple machine learning

algorithms on our pre-processed data to prioritize

emails based on their importance and whether they

require a response

the ml model would be to prioritise basis these 3

features:

 does the message require action?1.

 has the email service labeled this email as

important?

2.



 support vector machines

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a machine

learning algorithm that finds the best hyperplane

to separate different classes in a dataset,

maximizing the margin between them.

Our baseline model employs a Support Vector

Machine with a RBF kernel, processing unigram

and bigram features extracted through TF-IDF

vectorization of the BERT Summaries. 

it served as an excellent base classical machine

learning model used for multi -class

classification.  

 ml methodology. 



 performance- support vector machine
 ml methodology. 



What is CNN?

A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a deep learning architecture

designed for image processing and pattern recognition. It uses

convolutional layers to automatically learn and extract hierarchical

features from input data.

Why CNN?

CNN was the best-performing deep approach in the Stanford study.

Moreover, CNNs capture local patterns and hierarchical features in

text, enabling effective feature extraction for text prioritisation.

CNN
 ml methodology. 



 performance- CNN
 ml methodology. 



.

LSTM captures short and long-term dependencies.

It identifies keywords, sentiment, and important phrases

(sequential and contextual understanding) for relevance and

urgency assessment.

The model is trained on labeled email data with a focus on

optimizing accuracy.

Once trained, it can efficiently evaluate new emails based on

content, enabling automated email prioritization.

LSTM
 ml methodology. 



performance- LSTM
ml methodology. 



comparitive analysis
 ml methodology. 

winner- LSTM!!



to the moooooooooon 🚀

deployment pipeline -

deployment



challenges and future possibilities
what else

labeling and upscaling training data - only option was and to

manually label all the emails which was time-consuming and had 3

different perspectives. For better accuracy, we can upscale the

data.

1.

ethical concerns over data - users may be not comfortable with the

idea of an ai tool having access to potentially sensitive information. 

2.

task ambiguity - prioritization and summarization tasks are highly

subjective and context-dependent. Defining what is important and

summarizing information accurately is challenging and highly

personal. For the future, we can emply a personalised priority rank

system using outlook plugins and personalised model training.

3.

plugin- we plan to integrate our model into an Outlook add-in,

designed for the academic community at Plaksha University.

4.



thank you.

ruch.ai
(Scout consents to this image being taken.)


